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About the Texas Digital Library

A collaborative consortium based in Texas and rooted in higher education, the Texas Digital Library builds capacity among its membership for ensuring equitable access to and preservation of digital content of value to research, instruction, cultural heritage, and institutional memory.
OER Ambassadors
Open Education Network
Pressbooks discount
quarterly meetings
tdl.org/services/oer-support
Meet the OER Ambassadors

Texas A&M University | Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi | Texas Tech University
Texas Woman’s University | UT Austin | UT San Antonio | West Texas A&M University

Open Texas #OPENTX2021
Overview of Activities To Date

Monthly Meetings | Information Sharing & Discussion

Open Education Network Trainings

Supporting Each Other

Supporting Other OER Advocates Across the State
Upcoming Activities

OER @ TDL | Quarterly Meetings for TDL Members

TCDL | Texas Conference on Digital Libraries, May 24-27

Toolkit | Shared Resources for Course Marking
We Need to Hear from You

What areas are struggles for OER advancement and adoption at your institution?

What potential solutions could the Ambassadors bring to help you overcome these barriers?

All ideas are welcome!
Share Your Thoughts

Help Guide Where We Go Next!
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